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Team Fordzilla’s extreme P1 virtual race car make its real world debut

A unique co-creation process
It is the first virtual gaming race car designed in collaboration between gamers themselves and a car
brand. Now Ford’s Team Fordzilla esports team is moving the game on again by revealing in a
livestream on December 16th a real-life, full-scale model of its extreme Team Fordzilla P1 race car.
While seeing real cars transferred to computer games is commonplace, this is the first-ever time an
auto-manufacturer has brought to life a gamer-collaborated virtual car – yet to be featured in a game
– with a physical model.
The journey of the Team Fordzilla P1 race car started in March this year when gamers were asked
to vote on the package and features of the car on Twitter, including seating configuration, engine
position and cockpit definition. Nearly a quarter of a million fan votes were submitted throughout the
polling process.
Team Fordzilla P1: enjoyment at its core
The innovative Team Fordzilla P1 race car features an exterior designed by Arturo Ariño and an
interior that was the vision of Robert Engelmann, both Ford designers.
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The race car is built around the monocoque structure partially covered by a large, hyper-transparent
jet fighter-style canopy, protecting the driver and co-driver. The transparent canopy not only blurs the
boundaries between the exterior and the interior, but it also emphasises the race car’s unique F1-like
driving position.
The exterior of this race car is the combination of a sleek GT-like front end with beautifully sculped
front fenders and extremely sculpted bodyside panels, with their highly memorable twist and floating
buttresses visually connecting the cockpit with the rear wheels. The rear end is completely exposed
and celebrates the aerodynamics and racing circuits rawness.
In the cockpit, you’ll find LED notification units, keeping the driver and co-driver up-to-date on the
track status in their peripheral view. In addition, an integrated screen on the steering wheel enables
live data exchange with the team at the pit wall. The whole interior is designed to help the race car
driver to minimize any sort of distraction during the race and heighten the enjoyment of racing.
From CAD to reality in seven weeks
Team Fordzilla P1 is Ford’s first ever car built digitally without any face-to-face interaction throughout
the process. Due to the current pandemic, it was designed by a team who had never met, working
remotely, spread across five different countries and built in just seven weeks – that’s less than half of
the time it would normally take. The finished build is a full-size, inside-outside model with extreme
proportions and truly unmistakable character.
Co-created by gamers for gamers, the hypercar features a few special touches that speak to the
sim-racing community. On the floor in front of the co-pilot’s seat there is an AFK (Away From
Keyboard) message, a playful reminder that occupants of that seat are away from keyboard. A
#levelup graphic acknowledges that gamers and racing drivers aim to better themselves each time
they play or race, while a #liftoff graphic is a nod to the lifting off of this race car from a virtual world
and transitioning it to the real one. On the front of the car by the lower spoiler there’s the most
important message; a GLHF (Good luck have fun) reminder to every gamer and racing driver to truly
have fun and enjoy the ride.
Dimensions
The dimensions of the Team Fordzilla P1 race car are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Length: 4731 mm
Width: 2000 mm
Height: 895 mm
Wheels: Front tyres 315 x 30 x r21. Rear tyres 355 x 25 x r21

Quotes
“What a stunning vehicle. I love every bit of the car. What was critical to me when we reviewed
various designs earlier this year was that it needed to be unmistakably a Ford. And the Team
Fordzilla P1 definitely fits that criteria: it looks both gorgeous and purposeful. And it’s innovative in
many ways, not least how it was born, as a co-creation between a highly passionate and
knowledgeable gaming community and our super talented design team.”
Stuart Rowley, President, Ford of Europe
“Enjoyment is at the very core of all human centred design. Is it amazing to look at, to sit in and to
drive? Well, in the case of the Team Fordzilla P1, the answer to all these questions is a resounding
YES!”
Amko Leenarts, Design director, Ford of Europe
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“This project had so many firsts. It was the first fully digital project for us. It was the first car to be
designed publicly with full transparency and the first we’ve ever designed remotely with designers
located in five different countries, some of whom have never met face to face. That we completed it
all in less than half of the usual time is a real testament to the team and the passion they had for the
project.”
Boris Ferko, Design Manager, Ford of Europe
“Since launching Team Fordzilla in 2019 we’ve done things differently, playing to our strengths and
our unique approach to gaming. Our innovative P1 race car is the perfect example, using our
knowledge of the automotive world to bring to life a merging of the real and virtual worlds.”
Emmanuel Lubrani, Team Fordzilla
Team Fordzilla links
•
•
•
•
•

Website: www.Teamfordzilla.com
Youtube: www.youtube.com/teamfordzilla
Twitter: @TeamFordzilla
Instagram: @teamfordzilla
Twitch: www.twitch.tv/teamfordzilla

###
About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company is a global company based in Dearborn, Michigan. The company designs,
manufactures, markets and services a full line of Ford cars, trucks, SUVs, electrified vehicles and Lincoln
luxury vehicles, provides financial services through Ford Motor Credit Company and is pursuing
leadership positions in electrification; mobility solutions, including self-driving services; and connected
services. Ford employs approximately 188,000 people worldwide. For more information regarding Ford,
its products and Ford Motor Credit Company, please visit www.corporate.ford.com.
Ford of Europe is responsible for producing, selling and servicing Ford brand vehicles in 50 individual
markets and employs approximately 45,000 employees at its wholly owned facilities and consolidated
joint ventures and approximately 58,000 people when unconsolidated businesses are included. In
addition to Ford Motor Credit Company, Ford Europe operations include Ford Customer Service Division
and 18 manufacturing facilities (12 wholly owned facilities and six unconsolidated joint venture facilities).
The first Ford cars were shipped to Europe in 1903 – the same year Ford Motor Company was founded.
European production started in 1911.
Ford in Belgium & Luxemburg
Ford Belgium distributes Ford vehicles and Ford original parts in Belgium & Luxemburg, since 1922.
Ford Lommel Proving Ground is the lead test facility for validation of all Ford models in Europe, with
approximately 390 employees.

###
Contact:
Jo Declercq – Directeur Communications & Public Affairs – 02.482.21.03 – jdecler2@ford.com
Julien Libioul – Press Officer – 02.482.21.05 – jlibioul@ford.com
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